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Server energy proportionality, as quantified by the proposed EP  
metric, has improved significantly, from 30-40 percent in 2007 to  
50-80 percent today, but much more can be done to move systems 
closer to ideal.

E nergy efficiency has emerged as a major design driver 
in servers, as it impacts capital costs as well as pow-
ering and cooling expenses. 

Luiz Barroso and Urs Hölzle1 demonstrated that 
server capital costs dominate the total cost of ownership 
in a classic datacenter, with 69 percent of the monthly 
TCO related to server purchase and maintenance costs. In 
contrast, the cost of all infrastructure and power to host a 
contemporary datacenter with commodity-based lower-cost 
servers or higher power prices is more than twice the pur-
chase and maintenance costs. The researchers concluded 
that, with electricity and construction expenses rising, 
datacenter facility costs—which are proportional to power 
consumption—will become an increasingly larger part of 
the TCO. In other words, a datacenter’s TCO primarily will 
be a function of its power consumption, and the purchase 
and maintenance costs will matter less. Besides cost con-
siderations, improving energy efficiency reduces carbon 
dioxide emissions, leading to greener IT.

Improving a server’s energy efficiency is nontrivial and 
presents many challenges. Peak power consumption affects 
capital costs for power distribution, the supply units, and 
the cooling infrastructure. High power consumption leads 
to increased power density and temperature, which affects 

cooling costs and possibly hardware reliability and avail-
ability. Total energy consumption impacts the operating 
expense for powering the servers. Further, servers in large 
datacenters rarely are completely idle and seldom at or 
near maximum utilization—they typically operate in the 
10-50 percent utilization range.2 This insight motivated 
Barroso and Hölzle3 to make the case for servers that con-
sume energy proportional to their utilization level or load. 
The key is that servers should be optimized both to reduce 
peak power consumption and to maximize performance at 
lower utilization levels.

In December 2007, the Standard Performance Evaluation 
Corporation released SPECpower_ssj2008, an industry-
standard benchmark for server power and performance.4 
SPECpower measures performance and power at different 
utilization levels, from which it computes an overall metric. 
The metric thus includes some notion of energy proportion-
ality but does not explicitly quantify it.

We propose a metric to quantify a server’s energy pro-
portionality. Using the EP metric on published power and 
performance data, we evaluated how energy proportional-
ity has evolved over time, examined how the EP metric 
relates to SPECpower, and quantified how further improving 
servers’ EP can reduce total energy consumption.
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EP METRIC 
An analogy can easily explain the EP concept. A car’s 

engine consumes fuel when the car is being driven, and 
even more fuel when the car accelerates. However, the 
engine also consumes fuel when it is running but idle—
for example, when the car is stopped at a traffic light or 
stop sign. In these situations, the energy consumption is 
not proportional: the engine consumes energy (fuel) even 
though the car does not make physical progress. Similarly, 
a computer system consumes energy when it is idle—the 
system is powered on but does not do any useful work.

Ideally, an energy-proportional system would consume 
zero power when completely idle, and it would consume 
power proportional to its utilization level when doing useful 
work—for example, when operating at 30 percent of its peak 
performance, the system should consume 30 percent of its 
peak power. In practice, however, power consumption is 
higher than what the ideal scenario would suggest.

Informed by the seminal work on energy proportionality 
by Barroso and Hölzle,3 we define a server’s EP as 1 minus 
the integral of the relative delta in power consumption for 
the ideal energy-proportional server, across a range of utili-
zation levels. As Figure 1 shows, EP is computed as 1 minus 
the area between the server’s power consumption and the 
ideal power consumption curve (area A) divided by the 
area under the ideal curve (area B). An EP of 1 means that 
the server consumes power proportional to its load (Figure 
1a). An EP of 0 indicates that the server consumes a con-
stant amount of power irrespective of its load (Figure 1b). 
Figure 1c represents a server with an EP of 0.5; this server 
consumes 50 percent of its peak power at zero load. Intui-
tively, EP can serve as a quantitative metric for how closely 
a server’s energy proportionality approaches perfect scaling 
across different server utilization levels.

Figure 2 quantifies system energy proportionality of 213 
systems under test from 20 vendors between the fourth 
quarter of 2007 and early January 2011 (www.spec.org/
power). It is encouraging to observe that server manufactur-
ers are designing increasingly energy-proportional systems. 
Whereas older systems (circa 2007) had an EP in the 30-40 
percent range, current systems have an EP in the 50-80 
percent range; some servers even have an EP close to 90 
percent.

EP VERSUS SPECPOWER 
The SPECpower_ssj2008 benchmark defines a server’s 

power efficiency as the sum of the performance measured 
at each utilization level divided by the sum of the aver-
age power at each utilization level, including active idle. 
Performance is measured as the number of transactions 
completed per second over a fixed period of time. The 
benchmark starts its execution with a calibration phase 
to determine the system’s maximum throughput; it then 
measures performance (throughput) and power at each 
utilization level starting at maximum load and decreasing 
in 10 percent increments.

Because SPECpower includes power and performance 
numbers at different utilization levels, it arguably already 
includes some notion of energy proportionality. Why, 
then, is there a need for the EP metric? Figure 3 plots EP 
versus SPECpower score for the same 213 systems under 
test. Although SPECpower correlates well with EP, the cor-
relation is not perfect: a system with a high EP does not 
necessarily have a high SPECpower score, and vice versa. 
The key difference is that EP focuses on energy propor-
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Figure 1. Energy proportionality (EP) is computed as 1 minus  
area A divided by area B; area A is defined as the area between 
the server and ideal curves, and area B is defined as the area 
below the ideal curve. (a) Perfect energy-proportional system  
(EP = 1). (b) Non-energy-proportional system (EP = 0). (c) 50 
percent energy-proportional system (EP = 0.5).
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tionality only and quantifies how a server compares to the 
ideal energy-proportional system, whereas SPECpower 
quantifies average power and performance across different 
server load levels.

ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT
Although energy proportionality has improved dramati-

cally in recent years, a gap remains between contemporary 
servers and the ideal energy-proportional system. How 
much more energy (and cost) can be saved by making serv-
ers even more energy proportional? 

To address this question, we compared power consump-
tion at different utilization levels for the server with the 
highest EP and the server with the highest SPECpower 
score, as Figure 4 shows. Assuming that servers operate in 
the 10-50 percent utilization range most of the time3—in 
fact, we assumed that server operation is uniformly distrib-
uted between 10 and 50 percent—we derived how much 
total energy can be saved by making the server more energy 
proportional. For the server with the highest EP score, ideal 
energy proportionality can potentially reduce total energy 
consumption by 34 percent; for the server with the highest 
SPECpower score, total energy consumption can be reduced 
by around 50 percent. Improving energy proportionality 
further should significantly reduce energy and cost.

Although we likely will never achieve 100 percent 
energy proportionality—there will always be some over-
head for keeping a server running—improving a system’s 
energy proportionality remains an important goal. Barroso 
and Hölzle3 reported that the CPU accounts for 50 percent 
of total system power at peak performance for a Google 
server. At lower utilization levels, however, it accounts for 
less than 30 percent, with the remaining 70 consumed by 
DRAM, hard drives, power supplies, and so on. 

Looking at a large-scale datacenter, the building’s mechan-
ical and electrical infrastructure consumes considerable 
power, including chillers, computer room air conditioning, 
uninterruptible power systems, power distribution units, 
humidifiers, and so on. This suggests that achieving energy 
proportionality at the system level will require improvements 
across the entire system. Researchers are accordingly pur-
suing ways to increase energy proportionality in the CPU,5 
the network,6 and storage devices;7 others advocate rapidly 
transitioning an entire server between a high-performance 
active state and a near-zero-power idle state in response to 
instantaneous changes in load.8

E
nergy proportionality should be a key target in 
future server design. Although energy proportion-
ality, as quantified by the proposed EP metric, has 
improved significantly in recent years, much more 

can be done to move systems closer to ideal energy pro-
portionality. Toward this end, we are pursuing a workload 
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Figure 2. EP over time for 213 systems under test from 20 
vendors. Servers are becoming increasingly energy-proportional, 
with some having an EP close to 90 percent.

Figure 3. EP versus SPECpower score for the systems under test. 
EP focuses on energy proportionality only and quantifies how 
a server compares to the ideal energy-proportional system, 
whereas SPECpower quantifies average power and performance 
across different server load levels.

Figure 4. Power consumption, as a function of CPU load, for 
the system under test with the highest EP and the system with 
the highest SPECpower score. For the server with the highest 
EP score, ideal energy proportionality can potentially reduce 
total energy consumption by 34 percent; for the server with 
the highest SPECpower score, total energy consumption can be 
reduced by around 50 percent.
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characterization and large-scale system simulation meth-
odology for advising datacenter system integrators to move 
toward cost- and power-efficient infrastructures. 
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